
In 2013, summer tem-
peratures soared. This year, St

Louis, like Philadelphia, Atlanta and Sacra-
mento, will once again hit the 80s and 90s.
To accommodate the dog days of summer,
working women will have to dress coolly
for success.

Dresses, with simple lines, con-
structed in natural, blend or light-
weight fabrics promise weather and
office appropriateness. Ralph Lauren,
Sara Campbell and J. Crew all offer
crisp summer sheaths. In silk and rayon,
fluid dresses by BCBG and Christian
Siriano provide sleek options. Gently

clingy and brightly-pat-
terned knit dresses

expand choices
and work well

inside and out. 
Nina Engles-
mann, store
manager at
the Ladue
Ivy Hill
Boutique
for three
years,
said
that

dresses
are their hottest

sellers. “Sleeveless knit dress-
es are the best,” she said. 
Nina explains that the most successful

styles are body skimming at the top and A-
line at the bottom. For 2014, she suggests
a French Connection white shift with a
flared skirt for a fresh, yet professional look.

But don’t forget a jacket or cardigan to
solidify office appeal. In addition to tailoring

an ensemble, they shield bare arms
from air-conditioning, but are

equally easily shed. 
Rebecca Raynes, who

plans special events
for the Regional

Arts Commis-
sion, includes

numerous blazers
in her summer

wardrobe. They are versatile,
and handy over both dresses and tank tops. 

“I wear a lot of blazers. I can roll up the
sleeves if I want to,” she said. 

Jackets abound in stores and boutiques,
even in the warmer months. For maximum
coverage choose the Nicole Miller or Nonoo
roomier, hip lengths; for minimal, the Sal-
vatore Ferragamo shorter, boxier jackets.
Collarless styles appear the lightest, though
sleeveless jackets by Michael Kors and
Veronica Beard (or are they really vests?)
look very business suitable.

Cardigans can also deliver a put-to-
gether look. Bright-colored or patterned
sweaters by Lands End or Alice and Olivia
will stylishly top any outfit. And they, like
jackets, can be casually slipped on and off.

Traditional suits with straight skirts and
lined jackets can challenge summer com-

fort. But pairing them with other weather-
sensitive separates like sleeveless, fluid or
fitted short tops can assist their transition.
Philosophy blouses with either sheer panels
or sleeves offer classy, airy options. 

Suits can also be separated. Wear the
jacket with a looser fitting Dion Lee trouser
or a tan Tome full skirt; the suit skirt with
an unlined or three-quarter-sleeve jacket.
Both pairings will bring lightness to a
sturdy ensemble.

Finally, forgo the closed
shoe and step into a
lace, peep-toe or
sling-back pump.
Dsquared2, Rupert
Sanderson and
Manolo Blahnik all
offer shoes that coolly
project business
savvy!  
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By CARMEN BOESER
Want to jazz up your wardrobe this summer?

That's what fringe is for! Designers Calvin
Klein, Derek Lam, Marc Jacobs and Marchesa

(to name a few) sent looks swaying down the run-
way with stunning, cleverly-placed fringe. The

1920s-inspired staple swung boldly into 2014 with
modern fabrics, unexpected colors, and varying lengths. Glam up your “Little
Black Dress” with fringe on a hot date; sport fringe on a chic tank at an outdoor
concert; or find a swinging accessory. Just remember, a little goes a long way
when you’re on the fringe. 

Craving more tips? Carmen Boeser is a fashion writer, meticulous outfit
planner, 90s music lover, and new mother. Her blog, The Ruby Zipper,

follows her adventures as she creates eclectic and vintage looks on
a budget. A St. Louis native, she also highlights local fashion
events and small businesses. Boeser believes there is only one
success—to spend your life in your own way, as fashion-
ably as possible.

Visit
therubyzipper.com

  

FRINGE
FEST

Get into the
SWING

of things

Necklace-ABS 
by Allen Schwartz
(Bloomingdale's)

Shorts -
Emilio Pucci 

(farfetch.com)

Bathing suit - 
Miss Selfridge 

(missselfridge.com)

Shoes - 
B. Brian Atwood

(saksfifthavenue.com)
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Top - Moschino
(yoox.com)


